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Introduction 

PROFINET is foundational to the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) which lies in the overlap of the 

Internet of Things (IoT) and Industrie 4.0.  There are differences between IoT and IIoT.  This paper will 

extend that into the PROFINET of Things. Not just any Industrial Ethernet can claim to be 

foundational to IIoT; here are the benefits of PROFINET that differentiate it from the others – all in the 

context of the IIoT characteristics.  

The PROFINET of Things 

The PROFINET of Things is part of  
the Internet of Things,  

the Industrial Internet of Things,  
and Industrie 4.0  
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PROFINET of Things: Data Access 

PROFINET has evolved over the years to a stable state for the communication protocol while work 
continues on application profiles – the “objects” that arrange the data consistently.  And PROFINET is all 
about the data – getting it at the needed intervals while indicating its quality.  Industrial architectures 
using PROFINET are structured – we don’t want the topology to change unexpectedly! 

Here are some specific facts about PROFINET Data Access: 

Performance 

Only PROFINET provides the speed required for any application – from microseconds for high-speed IO 
and motion to milliseconds for discrete IO to hundreds of milliseconds for process instruments to seconds 
for TCP/IP configuration and diagnostic traffic. 

Profiles 

Profiles in the PROFI world are akin to objects, so-called in other protocols.  Profiles arrange the data in a 
consistent format.  This is probably the first place data starts to become information.  For example, a drive 
that uses PROFIdrive has all the parameters in the same place all the time regardless of vendor.  This makes 
it easier to configure the system and assists with troubleshooting. 
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Proxies 

When PROFINET first appeared, there were already tens of millions of PROFIBUS nodes.  PI did not expect 
users to rip and replace existing devices.  So proxies were born.  A proxy provides a consistent mapping of 
data from one network to another.  Proxies worked so well for PROFIBUS that the concept has been 
extended to a dozen additional networks including Foundation Fieldbus and DeviceNet.  And proxies are 
defined in the PROFINET standard so the use of open standards extends to non-Ethernet networks.  Non-
Ethernet networks will be around for years to come by design because, for example, FF and PROFIBUS PA 
can be installed in hazardous environments where Ethernet cannot yet land. 

 

PROFINET of Things: Data Access is characterized by the alliterative trio of Performance, Profiles, and 
Proxies.   

PROFINET of Things: Uptime 

Continuing the examination of PROFINET as THE provider of data to the Industrial Internet of Things, here 
are additional features of PROFINET – compared to characteristics needed in the IIoT. 

Uptime is the answer to the mission critical and professional services characteristics of IIoT.   

Diagnostics 

Diagnostics provide a means of preventing downtime and recovering from downtime quickly.  PROFINET 
builds on the concepts of PROFIBUS by providing diagnosis of problems at the device, module, and 
channel levels.  For example, if a device goes offline, a module is missing, or a channel misbehaves (like a 
broken wire), alarms are sounded.  Because PROFINET mandates the use of standard IT protocols like LLDP 
and SNMP, network problems can be highlighted before a shutdown.  (See the PROFIblog post “PROFINET 
and IT Protocols.”) 

Simple Device Replacement is a fringe benefit of requiring LLDP.  Replace a failed device without using a 
computer or doing any kind of configuration.  That shortens downtime!  Here’s the how and the why in a 
short YouTube video called “Simple Device Replacement Explained:” 
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Fault Tolerance 

One sure way to make certain the automation system keeps running is to have redundant network media 
(and redundant networks), redundant controllers (aka “hot standby”), and redundant devices.  PROFINET 
also supports redundant wireless access points.  By the way, PROFINET is the only Industrial Ethernet that 
has this level of redundancy.  Take a minute (literally) to learn about PROFINET redundancy. 
https://youtu.be/i3rujpI7Cpc 

Security 

Users should think about security as downtime prevention.  Sadly, the tendency is it ignore the problem.  
Manufacturing is the most targeted industry by hackers – not retail, not finance, manufacturing!  It is 
imperative that users educate themselves and act to prevent being hacked.  There are many resources, but 
start with the PROFINET Security Guideline. http://us.profinet.com/documents/profinet-security-guideline/ 

 

PROFINET of Things: Uptime is a differentiator for PROFINET and a requirement of the Industrial Internet of 
Things. 

 PROFINET of Things: Openness 

A major driving force of the Industrial Internet of Things and Industrie 4.0 is the reliance on open 
standards.  PROFINET devices are manufactured according to the PROFINET specification (IEC 61158).  
PROFINET is Ethernet, IEEE 802.3.  Many other standards also come into play – standards from IEC, IEEE, 
NAMUR, and IETF (Internet Engineering task Force): 

 IEC 61784 

 IEC 61508  

 IEC 61784-3-3 

 IEEE 802.11 (b, g, a, h, n, ac) 

 IEEE 802.15.1 

 IEEE 802.1AB 

 RFC 1155 

 RFC 1213 

 RFC 1157 

 and many more 

There are other Industrial Ethernets that are “open,” but they are not as open as PROFINET; for example, 
EtherNet/IP requires a signed contract with ODVA and EtherCAT’s intellectual property and logo are 
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owned by one company.  For more details, see the PROFIblog post “Open Standards, Proprietary 
Standards, and in Between.”  

One challenge for the IIoT is accessing devices that do not have an IP address.  Some devices are just too 
simple and inexpensive to have any electronics in them.  A mechanical limit switch can connect to 
PROFINET I/O, so no difficulty there.  But what about devices that do have electronics, but no Ethernet 
controller?  Devices connected to legacy networks fall into this category.  PROFINET addresses this as part 
of the PROFINET specification!  Using proxies which have standardized, specified data mapping, PROFINET 
integrates PROFIBUS DP, PROFIBUS PA, Interbus, DeviceNet, Foundation Fieldbus, and many others.  This 
open specification approach to non-Ethernet networks is a PROFINET exclusive. 

The user benefits from open standards with longer supported lifetimes compared to proprietary 
standards.  And having multiple vendors competing for their business helps keep pricing competitive. 

 

PROFINET of Things: Openness continues the tradition of multi-vendor cooperation in developing the 
standard and multi-vendor competition for users’ business.  And with PROFINET this openness extends 
down to non-Ethernet devices.) 

Summary 

PROFINET is the only Industrial Ethernet that satisfies the requirements of the Industrial Internet of Things 

by providing Data Access, Uptime, and Openness.  Although not an exciting aspect of IIoT, data is the very 

foundation of it.  PROFINET provides it in whatever time frame is needed.  Uptime is paramount in modern 

plants.  PROFINET diagnostics help shorten downtime and PROFINET fault tolerance prevents downtime.  

IIoT depends on open standards.  PROFINET is the most open Industrial Ethernet. 
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